STEIGER DYNAMICS launches new generation MAVEN Living Room PC at the 2016 CES.

REDWOOD CITY (January 7th, 2016) - HTPC manufacturer STEIGER DYNAMICS has revised its award-winning MAVEN® mid-size living room PC.

An optimized interior layout ensures improved air flow and superior cooling of all major components. It also allows for a reduction in height of 5 mm, giving MAVEN even more beautiful width-to-height proportions. This is achieved by keeping the characteristic thickness of the single-piece brushed-aluminum shell unchanged at 4 mm.

In addition, MAVEN received the capability for an integrated front-facing IR receiver, giving it full compatibility to all universal IR remotes like Logitech’s Harmony line. Users still have the freedom to pick any other preferred type of wired and wireless control such as a smartphone, tablet, Xbox controllers, or mouse and keyboard.

The latest generation Intel processors and chipsets combined with an NVMe SSD system drive and high-speed DDR4 memory give MAVEN the performance of a highest-end desktop PC. Additionally, up to 24 TB of RAIDed storage provides the capacity for 2,000 Full HD Blu-ray movies, 8 million MP3s, or 6,000 hours of HD TV recording. Up to three full-size NVIDIA GeForce GTX graphics cards in SLI enable ultra-quality native 4K/60p gaming and full VR-headset compatibility.
MAVEN is designed for continuous operation and its components are carefully selected based on durability, performance, and quietness. Connected to a large-screen Full HD or 4K TV, MAVEN delivers the ultimate, no-compromise entertainment experience, and replaces numerous living room devices like Blu-ray players, DVRs, and gaming consoles. The improved MAVEN is available to order on www.steigerdynamics.com.

STEIGER DYNAMICS is a revolutionary Home Theater PC (HTPC) manufacturer bringing high-end computing to the comfort of the living room. For more information, please visit www.steigerdynamics.com and www.facebook.com/STEIGERDYNAMICS.

STEIGER DYNAMICS and MAVEN are registered trademarks of STEIGER DYNAMICS LLC. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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